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ČESKOSLOVENSKÁ MIKROSKOPICKÁ
SPOLEČNOST
Československá mikroskopická společnost, z.s. (CSMS) je dobrovolná výběrová organizace
vědeckých, vědecko-pedagogických, vědecko-technických a odborných pracovníků v oblastech
mikroskopie elektronové, optické a dalších typů, sdružených ke společné činnosti, jejímž účelem je
podílet se na dalším rozvoji a zvyšování úrovně jejich oborů a na koncepční, prognostické a
vzdělávací činnosti, jakož i na propagaci a realizaci výsledků vědeckovýzkumné činnosti.
CSMS je kolektivním členem Mezinárodní federace společností pro mikroskopii (IFSM) a rovněž
kolektivním členem Evropské mikroskopické společnosti (EMS).

Výhody členství - fyzická osoba:








Informace o aktuálním dění v mikroskopii a CSMS, neformální kontakt s dalšími odborníky
Každý člen CSMS je zároveň plnohodnotným členem Evropské mikroskopické společnosti
(EMS) – přitom členský příspěvek platí jen jednou v CSMS (slevy na evropské konference,
stipendia, novinky rozesílané EMS, atd.)
Každoroční možnost účasti na konferenci MIKROSKOPIE s prezentací firem a odbornými
přednáškami
Možnost ucházet se (a také příp. Vaši doktorandi) o stipendia či ceny CSMS
Informace o volných pracovních místech v mikroskopii
Sleva na registrační poplatky na konference a kurzy pořádané CSMS

Výhody firemního (kolektivního) členství:






Zlatý kolektivní člen - výhody:
o Informace o aktuálním dění v mikroskopii a CSMS, získání kontaktů na potenciální
zákazníky a spolupracovníky
o Získání informací rozesílaných Evropskou mikroskopickou společností
o Umístění loga (s linkem) zdarma na stránkách CSMS
o Možnost cíleného rozesílání oznámení a nabídek členům společnosti prostřednictvím
CSMS dle oblastí zájmu (zdarma)
o Vložení insertu (1 A4 strana) na akcích pořádaných CSMS
o Sleva 20% z registračního poplatku na firemní výstavu na Mikroskopii 20xx
Stříbrný kolektivní člen - výhody:
o o Informace o aktuálním dění v mikroskopii a CSMS, získání kontaktů na potenciální
zákazníky a spolupracovníky
o Získání informací rozesílaných Evropskou mikroskopickou společností
o Umístění loga (s linkem) zdarma na stránkách CSMS
o Sleva 10% z registračního poplatku na firemní výstavu na Mikroskopii 20xx
Standardní kolektivní člen - výhody:
o Informace o aktuálním dění v mikroskopii a CSMS, získání kontaktů na potenciální
zákazníky a spolupracovníky
o Získání informací rozesílaných Evropskou mikroskopickou společností
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KLÍČOVÉ AKTIVITY ČSMS V ROCE 2014
18TH INTERNATIONAL MICROSCOPY CONGRESS
The 18th International Microscopy Congress (IMC 2014) took place on 7 – 12 September 2014 in the
Prague Congress Centre. The Congress was attended by record-breaking 3,125 experts from 68
countries. The IMC local organizers provided scholarship and travel grants to 270 young researchers.
Furthermore, the Czechoslovak Microscopy Society offered 29 additional scholarship to its members.
Geographic distribution of participants by continents
Australia
2%

Africa
1%

America
12%

Asia
23%

Europe
62%

The rich five-day scientific program was thematically divided into four specializations: Instrumentation
& Techniques, Materials Science, Life Sciences, and Interdisciplinary specialization. The scientific
program included 8 plenary lectures, 58 symposia with more than 500 oral presentations, and more
than 1,700 posters presentations. The plenary lectures were given by the distinguished scientists in
the field: Prof. Christoph Cremer (Institute of Molecular Biology, Mainz/Germany), Prof. Xiaowei
Zhuang (Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Harvard University, USA), Dr. Kazutomo Suenaga
(National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Japan), and Prof. Paul Midgley
(University of Cambridge, UK). The other four plenary lectures were delivered by the winners of the
IFSM medals.

Posters

Oral presentations

Late: 42
ID: 83

ID: 205
IT: 434

IT: 172
LS: 76

LS: 406
MS: 655
MS: 215

The Congress Proceedings are available at: http://microscopy.cz/imc.html.
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The Congress also hosted the world's largest showcase of microscopes and imaging instrumentation.
The latest technological achievements were presented by 82 exhibitors on 1,400 sqm of net exhibition
space. 21 lunch workshops were organized during the Congress.
WELCOME COCKTAIL

OPENING CEREMONY

The Welcome Cocktail was an informal event that
took place on the premises of the Congress Centre.
The participants enjoyed a great view of the Prague
panorama and tasted excellent Moravian wine and
Czech beer in a lively atmosphere.

The Opening Ceremony consists of speeches by
Barry Carter, Pavel Hozak, Martin Dlouhy, Prague
councilor, Jiri Drahos, chairman of the Academy of
Sciences, and Paul Fischione, ICMA president. They
were accompanied by a breathtaking light show
“Light Art”.

CONGRESS PARTY “IN ART NOUVEAU”

CLOSING CEREMONY & FAREWELL GLASS
OF WINE

The highlight of the social program was the
Congress party that took place in the Municipal
House. The program included an opening organ
concert, a jazz / swing band with singer Juwana
Jenkins, and a late disco party.

The Congress was concluded on Friday by
a closing ceremony and a farewell reception at the
Congress Centre.

Articles published about the Congress:
 Hozák P: 18th International Microscopy Congress (IMC 2014). Microscopy Today, Vol. 23, 2/2015,
p. 46-49
 Hozák P: 18. Světový mikroskopický kongres. Akademický bulletin 12/2014, p. 32-33.
 Friedrich M: Touching Atoms, Molecules, Nanostructures and Cells – 18th International
Microscopy Congress (IMC) in Prague. Imaging & Microscopy, 4/2014, p. 14-15.
 Lehmann M: Resonanz zur Tagung IMC2014 in Prag, 7. - 12. September 2014.
Elektronmikroskopie No. 38, Dec 2014, p. 10-17.
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LABYRINTH OF MICROSCOPY (MIKROSKOPIE HROU)
The largest 18th International Microscopy Congress side event called “Labyrinth of Microscopy”
targeted at children and students took place on 6 – 13 September 2014 in the Congress Centre.
The interactive exhibition was organized by the Czechoslovak Microscopy Society, civic association
Micron and Prague House of Children and Youth with support of 87 volunteers – scientists.
The exhibition introduced current microscopy techniques and gave an insight into opportunities that
microscopy provides to the life and science. The exhibition was attended by more than 3,000 visitors.
Age category
7 – 12 years
13 – 18 years
Total

Groups (guided visits)
150
89
239

Visitors
1,923
1,189
3,112

The scientists guided visitors through the amazing achievements of science in seven interactive demo
stages. They demonstrated different microscopic techniques used in life sciences, medicine,
nanotechnology and other fields, while the children passed through the labyrinth and fulfilled various
tasks. Each child received a DVD with video spots of the demo stages and other useful information.

The exhibition has its own website: www.mikroskopiehrou.cz with the stories of the demo-stages.
A special episode “Cesta do hlubin mikroskopie“ of the Czech Television series „Lovci záhad“ was
produced in collaboration with the exhibition.
The event would not be possible to organize without the financial support and material assistance
of partners and sponsors of the event, who deserve a big thank for their support.
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Labyrinth of Microscopy (Mikroskopie hrou) – 3rd place in SCIAP 2014
The Czechoslovak Microscopy Society was awarded the 3rd place in the category “New activity”
with the interactive exhibition “Labyrinth of Microscopy” in the 4th round of the SCIAP (SCIence
APproach) Competition Show announced by the Czech Academy of Sciences.

The aim of the competition show is to award the most
successful popularisation activities implemented in the
Czech Republic in a given year.
Labyrinth of Microscopy ranked just after the professional
entities iQLANDIA Science Center Liberec (1st place) and
Ostrava Planetarium, VŠB-TU Ostrava (2nd place).
We thank all for support and participation in the exhibition.
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PROGRAM
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Úterý 12. května
09:30 - 11:30 Registrace

<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - konferenční sál

10:00 - 11:30 Schůze výboru ČSMS

<-<<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - zasedací místnost v 1. patře

11:30 - 12:20 Oběd

<-> místnost: My Hotel

12:30 - 12:40 Zahájení - Pavel Hozák, předseda ČSMS
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - konferenční sál

12:40 - 13:20 Vyhlášení ceny ČSMS za zásluhy v mikroskopii za rok 2014
a přednáška laureáta: cenu získal Pavel Hozák z ústavu molekulární genetiky
AV ČR v Praze – uvede Ivo Vávra
13:20 - 13:40 Vyhlášení soutěže o nejlepší PhD disertaci a přednáška laureáta
Alexey Bondar: Studies of membrane protein structure and function using
polarization microscopy
sponzoruje CARL ZEISS
13:40 - 13:50 Ocenění vítězů soutěže o stipendium FEI/ČSMS za rok 2013 & 2014
a vyhlášení soutěže na rok 2015
Tomáš Kazda (2013)
Lenka Bučinská (2014)
sponzoruje FEI
.

13:50 - 15:20 I. blok přednášek - Firemní prezentace
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - konferenční sál

13:50 - 14:05 JEOL - Guillaume Brunetti: Latest high-end corrected TEM development from
JEOL
14:05 - 14:20 KRD - Jiří Vašák: OMX: Live cell imaging in super-resolution microscopy
14:20 - 14:35 OLYMPUS - Tomáš Pop: Super resolution in confocal microscopy
14:35 - 14:50 SPECION - Andreas Nowak, Leica: Latest developments in Cryo CLEM life
science applications and latest evolution on ion beam milling of environmentally
sensitive samples
14:50 - 15:05 TESCAN - Vratislav Košťál: Serial blockface imaging with Xe plasma
FIB-SEM system
15:05 - 15:20 ZEISS - Pavel Krist: Latest innovations in 3D imaging techniques
by Carl Zeiss
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15:20 - 15:40 Přestávka s občerstvením
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - kočárovna

.
15:40 - 16:45 II. blok přednášek - Materiálové vědy
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - konferenční sál

15:40 - 15:45 Vzpomínka na manžele Gemperlovy - uvede Petr Šittner
15:45 - 16:15 Martin Balog (zvaný řečník): HITEMAL®
16:15 - 16:30 Tomáš Kazda (stipendium FEI/ČSMS 2013): Properties of cathode materials for
high voltage lithium-ion batteries
16:30 - 16:45 Mariana Klementová: TEM study of photoactive TiO2 foils prepared by
lyophilization
.
17:20 - 19:20 Degustace vín vinařství GOTBERG spojená s prohlídkou expozice
Zámecké konírny
19:30 - 23:00 Společenský večer s rautem
<-> místnost: My Hotel

od 20:00 Hudební produkce k tanci - MRTVEJ BROUK „Beatles revival“

Středa 13. května

09:00 - 10:30 III. blok přednášek - Optika a instrumentace
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - konferenční sál

09:00 - 09:30 Radim Chmelík (zvaný řečník): Holographic microscopy in a new (incoherent)
light
09:30 - 10:00 Jaromír Plášek (zvaný řečník): Super-resolution optical microscopy and the
2014 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
10:00 - 10:15 Jan Pala: Pulsed tunable lasers in confocal microscopy used
for excitation in visible and infrared spectra
10:15 - 10:30 Christopher Walker: Experiments and simulations of electron transport in
materials
.

10:30 - 10:50 Přestávka s občerstvením
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - kočárovna
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10:50 - 12:20 IV. blok přednášek - Biomedicína
10:50 - 11:20 Christian Schöfer (zvaný řečník): Imaging chromatin at different resolutions
11:20 - 11:35 Lenka Bučinská (stipendium FEI/ČSMS 2014): Towards understanding the
biogenesis of photosynthetic membranes in the model cyanobacterium
Synechocystis PCC 6803 after long-term nitrogen deprivation
11:35 - 11:50 Dušan Chorvát: Multispectral and fluorescence lifetime microscopy of cells
grown on micro-structured surfaces.
11:50 - 12:05 Radek Pelc: Modulation relief-contrast microscopy of living cells
& tissue replicas: is dic-nomarski still needed?
12:05 - 12:20 Lukáš Pastorek: Holographic microscopy - a useful tool for exploring cell
properties
12:20 - 12:35 Margarita Sobol: PIP2 islets - novel nuclear structures revealed with superresolution and high-resolution microscopy
12:40 - 13:40 Oběd
<-> místnost: My Hotel

13:15 - 14:20 Členská schůze ČSMS

<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - konferenční sál

.

13:45 - 14:45 Posterová sekce
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - kočárovna

14:45 - 15:00 Zakončení konference a vyhlášení výsledků voleb nového výboru
<-> místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - konferenční sál

.

15:15 - 15:45 Schůze nového výboru ČSMS
>< místnost: Zámecká jízdárna - zasedací místnost v 1. patře
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PŘEDNÁŠKY
(uspořádáno podle programu)
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Type of presentation: Plenary
PL-935 Studies of membrane protein structure and function using polarization microscopy
Bondar A.1,2, Timr S.3, Lazar J.1,2,3
Institute of Nanobiology and Structural Biology, Nove Hrady, Czech Republic, 2Faculty of Science,
University of South Bohemia, Czech Budweis, Czech Republic, 3Institute of Organic Chemistry and
Biochemistry, Prague, Czech Republic
1

Email of the presenting author: bondar.alexey1@gmail.com
Membrane proteins are a large and diverse group of proteins, which carry out a wide range of
functions in live cells. Membrane proteins are hard to study because of their requirement for a lipid
membrane for proper function. We have developed the technique of two-photon polarization
microscopy (2PPM) (Lazar et al, Nature Methods 2011), which takes advantage of membrane
protein localization and allows sensitive monitoring of protein-protein interactions and
conformational changes, in living cells, in real time, using a single fluorescent protein tag. 2PPM
utilizes linear dichroism of fluorescent proteins to yield structural and functional information about
membrane proteins. Our results show that 2PPM allows observing interactions between G protein
subunits and GPCRs, and monitoring G protein activation with higher sensitivity than resonance
energy transfer methods. Furthermore, 2PPM allows detection of conformational changes in a
membrane-bound genetically encoded Ca2+ indicator LynD3cpV, and quantitative interpretation of
obtained data in terms of Ca2+ concentration. Conveniently, many existing fluorescently labeled
membrane protein constructs are suitable for 2PPM without the need for optimization or additional
construct development. 2PPM requires only a single fluorescent tag, allows facile multiplexing,
and yields insights about functional activity and structural changes in membrane protein
molecules. Therefore, 2PPM is a promising tool for studies of membrane proteins in live cells in
conditions closer to natural than previously possible.
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Type of presentation: Oral
COM-O-939 Latest developments in Cryo CLEM life science applications and latest
evolution on ion beam milling of environmentally sensitive samples.
Nowak A.1
Leica Microsystems Vienna, Austria

1

Email of the presenting author: Andreas.Nowak@leica-microsystems.com
Life science application:
Cryo CLEM connects the benefits of the individual advantages from cryo fixation,
Fluorescence Light Microscopy and Electron Microscopy by time-effective imaging of identical,
artefact-free samples and overlaying the complementary information to win greater understanding.
Material science application:
The ion beam milling system Leica EM TIC 3X is designed to provide researchers with high quality
surface preparation tool for hard, soft, porous, heat-sensitive, brittle and / or heterogeneous
material for microstructure analysis. The latest developed, the vacuum / cryo transfer docking port
enlarges the field of application for environmentally sensitive samples - such as lithium as this
material needs to remain in a protective environment during the preparation and investigation
'cycle'.
These two new developments will be discussed and data’s presented.
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Type of presentation: Oral
COM-O-956 Serial block face imaging using plasma FIB-SEM
Hladik L.1, Krivanek J.2, Kostal V.1
TESCAN, Brno, Czech Republic, 2Department of Histology and Embryology, Faculty of Medicine,
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
1

Email of the presenting author: vratislav.kostal@tescan.cz
Serial block face scanning electron microscopy has been an important group of techniques for
three-dimensional characterization of tissue and cells. Typically, biological structures are
contrasted with heavy metal stains followed by embedding in plastic resin. Subsequently, thin
sections of the resin block are continuously removed either by an integrated ultra-microtome in the
chamber of an SEM (SBF-SEM) or by using a focused ion beam (FIB-SEM). After each slice is
removed, the fresh surface is imaged producing an image stack. The cellular structures of interest
are then segmented within the image stack and visualized in as a 3D model.
SBF-SEM has been routinely used for analyzing very large volumes of tissue with excellent
resolution. However, slicing the boundaries of tissue with uneven hardness (e.g. dental tissue) can
cause damage to the knife or create artifacts to the sample. A standard FIB-SEM system with a
gallium ion beam has been shown to provide a very precise, high resolution reconstructions of
resin embedded materials with isotropic voxel resolution <10 nm. However, the maximum milling
currents for slicing are limited, so reconstructing bigger volumes is very time consuming.
FIB-SEM with a Xe plasma source has been shown as a high speed milling alternative to gallium
FIB-SEM. It provides up to 50x higher milling rates, so large amounts of material can be removed
in the same time. This is particularly important for localizing target structures in larger resin
embedded samples.
In this talk, we show the possibility to perform serial block face imaging of resin embedded tissue
using Xe-plasma FIB-SEM. The potential of the technique is demonstrated on the site-specific
visualization of dental tissue. By using the plasma FIB-SEM, we first removed large volumes of the
resin in order to localize the target features. After that, we performed the serial block face imaging
and visualized the regions of interest, such as veins and dentin structure in 3D.
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Type of presentation: Invited
MS-IN-977 HITEMAL®
Balog M.1
Institute of materials and machine mechanics, The Slovak academy of sciences

1

Email of the presenting author: ummsbama@savba.sk
HITEMAL® (high temperature aluminium) is novel ultrafine-grained or fine-grained Al–Al2O3
composite prepared by compaction of fine gas-atomized Al powders of commercial purity with a
mean particle size of ~1–10 µm. The grain structure of HITEMAL is characterized by a mixture of
high and low angle grain boundaries (HAGB, LAGB), where Al2O3 phase resides at HAGBs and
LAGBs are free of Al2O3 (Fig. 1). Nanometric Al2O3 particles, evenly dispersed in Al matrix, are
formed as a result of the fragmented thin (~2 nm) native amorphous Al2O3 layers on the Al
powder. The content of Al2O3 phase introduced in situ is typically < ~3vol%. Depending on the
processing and parameters used during consolidation, dispersed Al2O3 phase persists either in
the form of amorphous nanometric thick continuous network (Fig. 2) or discrete platelets, or it
crystallizes to nanometric spherical γ-Al2O3 particles. HITEMAL® shows superior mechanical
properties, enhanced creep performance and increased thermal stability at elevated temperatures
(up to 600 °C) even after prolonged high temperature exposure. The properties of HITEMAL® are
in distinct contrast with those of conventional Al alloys. The presentation briefly reviews the
developments of HITEMAL® to date of previously published data with an addition of the new
unpublished results. An emphasis is put on the role of microstructural characterisation of
HITEMAL® as an important tool to comprehend unique and often controversial behavior of
HITEMAL®.
Acknowledgement: The support from SRDA APVV-0556-12, SAS-NSC JRP 2011/06, VEGA
2/0025/14 and CONICET-SAS RD no.182/13 projects, and Fulbright Commission is
acknowledged.
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Fig. 1: SEM image (a), and corresponding EBSD (b) and EDS oxygen (c) maps of forged HITEMAL®. The white and red
arrows point to LAGB and HAGB, respectively. The yellow lines represent oxygen present as am-Al2O3 network, which
decorates HAGBs (Fig. 1c). (Reprinted from Mater. Sci. Eng. A Vol. 613, Balog et al., 82-90 (2014), with permission from
Elsevier).

Fig. 2: HRTEM image of amorphous (am)-Al2O3 network, which decorates the high angle grain boundary of two adjacent
fcc Al grains in forged HITEMAL®.
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Type of presentation: Oral
MS-O-955 Properties of cathode materials for high voltage lithium-ion batteries
Kazda T.1, Vondrák J.1, Sedlaříková M.1
Department of Electrical and Electronic Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Communication, Brno University of Technology, Technická 10, 616 00 Brno, Czech Republic
1

Email of the presenting author: xkazda02@stud.feec.vutbr.cz
With the development of modern technology, the energy requirements for new equipment grow as
well. The only possible solution, if these devices do not have to be constantly connected to the
grid, is to use accumulators. In this case, the best possible energy source are Li-ion accumulators
which, due to their high energy density, zero memory effect and slow self-discharge, gradually
displace other types of accumulators. These accumulators are widely used in portable electronics,
but they gradually continue to expand into electric vehicles, military and aerospace applications.
Li-ion accumulator is composed, as any other accumulator, of anode, separator impregnated by
electrolyte and cathode. At present, the most used cathode materials are LiCoO2, LiMn2O4 and
LiFePO4. LiCoO2 is the oldest of the cathode materials and it has a slightly higher energy density
than the newest materials LiMn2O4 and LiFePO4 but unlike these materials, LiCoO2 suffers from less
stable structure and it is more expensive. The working potentials of these materials are in the
range from 3.3 to 4.0 V vs. Li and the energy density is about 500 Wh/kg. One of the newest types
of cathode materials are the cathode materials with high working voltage potential about 5 V. One
of the most promising cathode materials in this group is LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4. This material is
characterized by spinel structure and by working voltage of 4.7 V vs Li and the energy density
approaching 700 Wh/kg which is about 20-30 % more than conventional materials. The advantage
of higher voltage is also reducing the amount of connected accumulator cells to achieve higher
voltages needed for example for electric vehicles. This article deals with the synthesis and study of
electrochemical and physical properties of the cathode material LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4.
Acknowledgement: This work was financially supported from BUT specific research programme
(project No. FEKT-S-14-2293) and FEI Company
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Type of presentation: Oral
MS-O-961 TEM study of photoactive TiO2 foils prepared by lyophilization
Klementová M.1, Pližingrová E.1, Šubrt J.1
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry of the CAS, v.v.i., Husinec-Řež 1001,250 68 Řež, Czech Republic

1

Email of the presenting author: klemari@iic.cas.cz
Development of modified types of photocatalysts for applications such as waste water and air
cleaning characterized not only by improved photoactivity but also possessing other properties
such as morphology and size and shape of photocatalyst particles, is the key condition of more
widespread utilization of this promising technology [1].
The titania foams were prepared by lyophilization of peroxo-polytitanic acid gel obtained by
neutralization of aqueous solution of titaniumoxysulfate with aqueous ammonia [2]. These foams
annealed at temperatures above 200°C lose water, ammonia, and excess of oxygen providing
foamy amorphous oxide. At higher temperatures above 280°C, the amorphous material
crystallizes to anatase which transforms to rutile at temperatures above 850°C. The size and
shape of the initial leaflets forming the foam is preserved up to 900°C.
Detailed phase analysis including imaging and electron diffraction as well as automatic crystal
orientation mapping (ACOM) was carried out on a high-resolution trans-mission electron
microscope (HRTEM) JEOL JEM 3010 microscope equipped with a precession unit NanoMegas
Digistar operated at 300 kV (LaB6, cathode, point resolution 1.7Å).
Thin foils consisting of nanocrystals of anatase are very large, ranging from mm to cm in size,
however, with thickness ordinarily below 100 nm (fig. 1). Due to the foil morphology, only a small
increase in size of anatase nanocrystals was observed between 500°C and the anatase/rutile
transformation temperature (850–900°C). The foil consists of fine intergrowth of xenomorphic
anatase nanocrystals of various size and shape. Preferred orientation of nanocrystals was studied
by electron diffraction and ACOM (fig 2). Despite some indication from electron diffraction
patterns, no strong preferred orientation was observed.
[1] K. Shankar et al., J. Phys. Chem. C 113 (2009) 6327.
[2] J.Subrt et al., Mater. Res. Bull. 49 (2014) 405.
Acknowledgement: The study was supported the Czech Science Foundation project No.
14-20744S.
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Fig. 1: SEM micrographs. (a) Low-mag view of foil structure of material and (b) detailed view of a single foil composed of
two layers of TiO2 nanoparticles.

Fig. 2: TEM micrographs and ACOM results of samples annealed at different temperatures. The sample is composed of
anatase grains with the following orientation (red - 001, green - 100, blue - 110).
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Type of presentation: Invited
OI-IN-975 Holographic Microscopy in a New (Incoherent) Light
Chmelík R.1, 2
CEITEC - Central European Institute of Technology, Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech
Republic, 2Institute of Physical Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Brno University of
Technology, Brno, Czech Republic
1

Email of the presenting author: radim.chmelik@ceitec.vutbr.cz
High contrast microscopy of living cells without invasive and potentially toxic staining has been
made possible by introduction of the Zernike phase contrast or Nomarski differential interference
contrast, which visualize phase shifts introduced by the specimen. Besides long term time lapse in
vitro observations of cells accomplished by means of these methods also the assessment of
cellular reactions to external stimuli of chemical or biological nature is possible with exclusion of
marker side effects.
Phase shift distribution within the field of view can be measured with almost interferometric
precision and in real time by novel techniques, especially by holographic microscopy, so we can
speak about the Quantitative Phase Imaging (QPI). Proportionality of the phase shift measured (in
rad) in each pixel to the “dry mass” density of living cell (in pg/μm2) is of cardinal importance for
live cell biology. This is why holographic microscopy is an ideal tool for observation of cellular
mass distribution and dynamics in real time.
Strong reduction of illumination coherence allowed by the Coherence Controlled Holographic
Microscopy (CCHM) technique leads to the substantial improvement of the quality of
holographically reconstructed image and of its lateral resolution. In addition, it has coherence gate
effect that makes possible or enhances essentially imaging in optically turbid media.
The above mentioned imaging properties of CCHM technique are explained, theoretically proved
and demonstrated on both model and real biological samples, especially living cancer cells
observed in various experimental conditions.
Acknowledgement: This work is supported by the project 15-14612S of the Grant Agency of the
Czech Republic and by the CEITEC project (CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0068) from ERDF.
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OI-IN-971 Super-resolution optical microscopy and the 2014 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
Plášek J.1
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
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In the past two decades, a series of revolutionary optical microscopy techniques have been
introduced, employing lasers for as illumination light sources and computers for both instrument
control and image processing. There was also significant progress in the technology of live cell
labelling with various fluorescent probes and fluorescent proteins. Combining these three factors
has finally resulted in a few methods of fluorescence microscopy with nanoscopic resolution. A
clear importance of the in-vivo nanoscopic imaging of specific cell structures for future progress in
the field biochemistry and cell biology has led to awarding of the 2014 Nobel Prize in Chemistry to
Stefan Hell, Eric Betzig and William W. Moerner – researchers who pioneered the development of
optical super-resolution microscopy. A brief explanation of physical principles of the superresolution optical microscopy techniques will be given in this lecture.
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OI-O-968 Pulsed tunable lasers in confocal microscopy used for excitation in visible and
infrared spectra
Pala J.1,2
Third Medical Faculty, Charles University Prague, CZ, 2Comipa s.r.o., Klecany, CZ
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Current confocal microscopy is focused on advanced and more sophisticated applications over the
original morphological 3D imaging of fix samples. Such applications cover many different fields
from live cells imaging via full 2D spectral recognition of fluorescence, fluorescence lifetime
imaging (FLIM), deep tissue imaging, Multiphoton image acquisition, Second (SHG) and Third
(THG) Harmonic Generation, and superresolution microscopy. Majority of these methods require
pulsed tunable ps of fs laser sources in the visible or infrared spectra.
Visible spectra of these lasers are usually at least in the spectral range 500-600 nm., whereas
infrared spectra can be expanded more widely from approximately 700 nm up to approximately
1050 nm. Usage of Optical Parametric Oscillators (OPO) in the combination with the standard
tunable infrared laser or special laser configuration can expand the excitation spectra up to 1300
nm. Originally, the pulse frequency both of visible and infrared pulsed lasers was 80 MHz, but for
the applications as FLIM with the excitation in the visible spectra this is usually not convenient for
many samples. Thus, some lasers enable the possibility to change the pulse frequency, for
example in several steps as 20, 40 and 80 MHz.
Wide excitation range of infrared lasers and OPO cause different width of the pulses based on the
actual excitation wavelength due to Group Delay Dispersion (GDD) in the optical system from the
laser output to the sample. The features of the system can be compensated by GDD, so that the
pulse width is the same for the wavelength in the wide range as 800, 900, 1000, and more. This
review introduces different options for the applications of pulsed tunable lasers in confocal
microscopy.
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OI-O-934 EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS OF ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN MATERIALS
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Institute of Scientific Instruments of the ASCR, v.v.i., Královopolská 147, 612 64 Brno, Czech
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Although there have been many studies and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations undertaken to simulate
the transport of electrons with energies above 5 keV through materials, the simulation of electron
transport in order to achieve quantification in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is much
rarer. The reason for this is twofold. First, up to now, it has been difficult to obtain a quantified
signal in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and second, the uncertainties and complications
of simulating low energy electrons are much greater.
Among the simulation problems that are faced are increased influence of the crystallinity, (e.g.
band structure and diffraction), uncertainities in the elastic scattering probabilities, apparent
reduction in the inelastic mean free path below that which is predicted.
Even though these problems are most acute at energies below 50eV, quantification at higher
energies in an SEM also presents difficulties. As a test of quantification procedures at higher
energies, a comparison of experimental and MC simulation for electron beams transmitted through
thin films was carried out. The SEM used was an FEI Magellan 400 [1] and a detector consisting
of several annular rings was placed under the beam (see Fig. 1 for a schematic). The thin film
specimen was placed between the electron column and the STEM detector (see Fig. 2). The
electron trajectories are heavily influenced by the magnetic field of the objective lens, and have to
be taken into account in the simulation. MC simulations were carried out using the program of ref.
[2] and the simulations in the magnetic field used EOD [3]. Fig. 3 shows an experiment-simulation
comparison for the case of Au 100nm film at 15keV primary energy and shows reasonable
agreement. The goal is now to explore energies at lower primary beam energies.
[1] http://www.fei.com/
[2] Kieft E., Bosch E., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 41 (2008) 215310.
[3] Zlamal J., Lencova B. Nucl. Instrum. And Meth. A 645 (2011) p. 278.
Acknowledgement: Supported by TA CR (TE01020118), MEYS CR (LO1212), MEYS CR and EC
(CZ.1.05/2.1.00/01.0017) and by ASCR (RVO:68081731). We also thank V. Krzyžánek and A.
Paták.
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Fig. 1: A schematic of the Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscope (STEM) detector used in the experiment. BF =
Bright Field, DF = Dark Field, HAADF = High Angle Annular
Dark Field.
Fig. 2: Cross section of the arrangement of objective lens,
specimen and STEM detector. Also shown are the
trajectories for electrons of 5 and 15keV in the magnetic
field of the objective lens.

Fig. 3: Experimental results (ratioed to the BF signal intensity). Solid line = Experiment, Dotted line = MC Simulation
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LS-IN-976 Imaging chromatin at different resolutions
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Chromatin in cell nuclei is formed by DNA associated with nucleosomes which consist of the core
histone proteins (H2A, H2B, H3, H4). These play a crucial role in genome organization and are
well-known regulators of a variety of biological processes occurring at the DNA template such as
transcriptional activity. The histone subtype H3 exists in several varieties. Whereas most varieties
are synthesized during S-phase of the cell cycle, the variant H3.3 is expressed throughout
interphase and has been associated with transcriptionally active chromatin [1]. These differences
suggest diverging roles of these variants in chromatin organization and function.
Here, we expressed histone H3 variants in normal and malignant cells and compared the nuclear
expression patterns at different resolution levels using conventional epifluorescence and confocal
microscopy, structured illumination imaging (SIM) and electron microscopy (Fig. 1).
We observed differing distribution patterns of the histone H3 variants within interphase cell nuclei
(Fig. 2). In addition, we found distinct banding patterns after expression of histone H3.3 in mitotic
chromosomes. Together this indicates differences in functions of these chromatin constituents in
the interphase nucleus [2]. Surprisingly, the highly transcribed ribosomal genes within nucleoli
were not labelled with histone H3.3 suggesting a difference in nucleosomal architecture or
nucleosomal dynamics in active ribosomal genes to genes transcribed into mRNA molecules. In
summary, we could demonstrate that histone H3 variants show diverging expression patterns in
interphase nuclei and in mitotic chromosomes.
References: 1. K. Ahmad, S. Henikoff, Mol. Cell., 9, 2002; 2. L. Snyers et al., Nucleus, 5, 2014.
Acknowledgement: Acknowledgements: we are grateful to Jaques Paysan (Zeiss) and Ivan
Novotny (Microscopy Centre, IMG, Prague) for expert help in handling SIM microscopes.
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Fig. 1: Figure 1: Conventional epifluorescence imaging and electron microscopy. Hela cell nuclei expressing myc-tagged
histone H3.3. Fluorescence left: DAPI (blue), middle: immunofluorescent detection (red), right overlay (DAPI displayed as
green). Electron micrograph, post-embedding immunogold detection.

Fig. 2: Figure 2: Structured illumination imaging (SIM). Hela cell nucleus expressing both histones H3.2 (green) and H3.3
(red); DNA staining by DAPI (B/W). The composite image and the scatter plot (right) demonstrate diverging localization
patterns of histones H3.2 and H3.3.
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LS-O-948 Towards understanding the biogenesis of photosynthetic membranes in the
model cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 6803 after long-term nitrogen deprivation.
Bučinská L.1,2, Maldener I.3, Flötenmeyer M.4, Nebesářová J.2,5, Sobotka R.1,2
Algatech Centre, Institute of Microbiology, CAS, Třeboň, Czech Republic, 2Faculty of Science,
University of South Bohemia, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic, 3IMIT, Microbiology, University
of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany, 4Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Tübingen,
Germany, 5Biology Centre, Academy of Sciences, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic
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Cyanobacterium Synechocystis 6803 has become an ideal model organism for studying the
processes of photosynthesis utilizing advantageous properties of the photosynthetic prokaryote
that is related to chloroplast of plants and algae. Over the last decades, amazing progress has
been achieved in understanding the structure of the photosynthetic apparatus, as well as the
mechanisms of how pigment-protein complexes are assembled from individual components.
However, molecular principles of how thylakoids, where photosynthetic complexes are embedded,
are built inside cells, still remains unknown. From a methodological point of view, exploring
thylakoid membrane biogenesis is difficult also due to the fact that thylakoids are synthesized
continuously, and till now, there is no known way to distinguish ‘new’ thylakoids. To clarify the
biogenesis of thylakoid membranes, it would be extremely useful to completely eliminate
thylakoids in the cell and then trigger a their massive de novo accumulation.
In order to simulate such ideal situation we kept cells of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis for two
months in growth media without nitrogen. These cultivation conditions resulted in almost complete
loss of photosystems and thylakoids in the cells. After adding nitrogen back to culture cells fully
re-greened in three days. We analyzed nitrogen depleted and re-greened cells after 8h, 14h and
40h using biochemical and electron microscopic approach.
Interestingly, the first ‘green’ complex that accumulated was monomeric photosystem I (8h) and
we also detected a putative intermediate of photosystem I biogenesis. Photosystem II started to
accumulate after 14h. Electron microscopy revealed that nitrogen depleted cells possess
endogenous membranes even when they contain only traces of photosystems. Intriguingly, we
observed star-like membrane structures abundant in cells during the greening process which
might represent the earliest stage of development of thylakoid membrane system.
Acknowledgement: The work was supported by FEI scholarship granted to L. Bučinská in 2014.
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LS-O-972 Multispectral and fluorescence lifetime microscopy of cells grown on
micro-structured surfaces.
Chorvat D.1, Teplicky T.2, Horilova J.3, Cunderlikova B.1, Marcek Chorvatova A.1, 2
Dept. of Biophotonics, International Laser Centre, Bratislava, Slovakia , 2Dept. of biotechnology,
Faculty of Natural Sciences, University of ss. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava, Slovakia, 3Dept. of
Biophysics, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Pavol Jozef Safarik University in Kosice, Slovakia
1
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Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) and spectrally-resolved microscopy allows to visualise
specific molecules and their environment directly in living cells. When applied on natural
fluorophores (such as flavins or NADH), they allow to identify changes of cell metabolic activity.
However, finding an appropriate experimental protocol for non-invasive monitoring of the cell
metabolic state that would closely match real tissue microenvironment is still a remaining
challenge.
In this contribution we present application of collagen matrices and polymer microstructures
created as a support for study of cells in conditions approaching the tissue environment. Metabolic
state was tested by means of endogenous flavin fluorescence measurement in living U87-MG
cells grown on glass coverslips, and compared to the state of cells grown on coverslips covered
with micro-structured surfaces (collagen matrix, or polymer microstructures). 3D Collagen Cell
Culture System (ECM 675 by Merck Millipore) was employed to create collagen gel matrix.
Structured polymer coating was created by 2-photon photopolymerisation of OrmoComp (Micro
Resist Technology) by μFAB workstation driven by Spirit ultrafast laser (both Newport). Confocal
microscope LSM 510 META NLO (Zeiss) combined with FLIM hardware (Becker & Hickl) were
employed to characterize fluorescence properties of U87-MG cells.
We noted little flavin fluorescence in U87-MG cells in control conditions. Collagen gel matrix
maintained the cells alive and only slightly affected fluorescence lifetime images. Structures
created by photopolymerisation allowed cell growth, however in this case we observed certain
alterations of their metabolic state. Gathered data are the first step towards monitoring of the
interaction of different micro-structured surfaces and volumes with living cells, and thus evaluating
their potential applicability in the biomedical research.
Acknowledgement: Supported by LASERLAB-EUROPE III (7FP n°284464) and APVV-0242-11.
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LS-O-945 MODULATION RELIEF-CONTRAST MICROSCOPY OF LIVING CELLS & TISSUE
REPLICAS: IS DIC-NOMARSKI STILL NEEDED ?
Pelc R.1,2,3,4, Hostounský Z.2, Kim C. S.3
Institute of Physiology, Czech Academy of Sciences, CZ-14220 Prague 4 (Krč), Czech Republic,
The Stentor Institute, Hostivice-Palouky 614, CZ-25301 Praha-Západ, Czech Republic ,
3
Warm-Temperate & Subtropical Forest Research Center KFRI, Jeju Island 697-050, South Korea,
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Detailed investigation of microscopic anatomy often requires the use of specialized staining and
complex imaging equipment. In some cases, however, staining is impractical or even impossible,
and contrasting by purely optical means represents a convenient alternative.
Relief- and modulation-relief (or schlieren) contrast imaging highlighted in the present paper utilize
a shifting asymmetric (edge) diaphragm in the condenser and as such represents the simplest and
historically also the oldest microscopic optical-contrasting modalities [1]. They are not directly
available in most commercially available microscopes (except e.g. in [2]), and one possible
adaptation is shown in Fig. 1A. The rim of a partly pulled-out objective Wollaston prism holder (a
DIC Nomarski imaging accessory) serves as a simple modulator (schlieren diaphragm) at the
objective back focal plane.
Optically thick objects such as leaf replicas in transparent acrylate resin are typically best rendered
in relief or modulation-relief contrast (Fig. 1B), often superior in image quality to Hoffman
modulation contrast (requiring special objectives), itself a more complex variant of modulation
relief-contrast (schlieren) imaging. Other examples of relief-contrast (off-axis illumination)
microscopy may be found elsewhere (e.g., [3]).
Objects of medium optical thickness (optical path difference ~1 µm) such as spores of the field
horsetail (Equisetum arvense) or osmotically swollen (burst-open) pollen grains of yew or juniper
are most conveniently imaged by Hoffman modulation contrast or apodized phase contrast.
However, at least with low-power objectives, schlieren imaging also yields superior contrast, often
comparable even to DIC (differential interference contrast) Nomarski microscopy (Fig. 1C).
[1] Töpler A. (1866) Annalen der Physik 203 (4): 556-580
[2] Hostounský Z. & Pelc R. (2007) Adv. Physiol. Educ. 31 (2): 232-235
[3] Pelc R., Hostounský Z. & Otaki T. (2008) J. Biomed. Opt. 13 (5): 054067
Acknowledgement: RP was supported by LC06063, RVO:67985823 and NRF/KOSEF. ZH was
funded by Stentor Trust. Some images were acquired on microscopes lent by Nikon.
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Fig. 1: A. Microscope adaptation to relief/modulation-relief contrast imaging. RD, relief diaphragm. M, modulator. B. Leaf
replica of Daphniphyllum macropodum. Objective x10/0.30. Image ID: 2010-02-24_*. C. Osmotically swollen pollen
grains of Taxus baccata in water. Objectives x40/0.75 (DIC Nomarski) and x10/0.30 (all other images). Image ID:
2009-08-29_*
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LS-O-951 Holographic microscopy – a useful tool for exploring cell properties
Pastorek L.1, Hozák P.1
Laboratory of Biology of the Cell Nucleus, Institute of Molecular Genetics ASCR, v.v.i., Vídeňská
1083, 142 20, Prague 4, Czech Republic
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The holographic microscopy is distinguished from the other light microscopy techniques by
incorporating the hologram as a source for calculating the final image of an object. The information
about the light wave’s phase shifts is reconstructed in contrast to other microscopy methods where
information about the light intensity is projected and data about the phase shifts is lost. The phase
shift data can be consequently used for 3D reconstruction of the object morphology.
In order to test the limitations and benefits of holographic microscopy, we conducted several
experiments, concentration on quantification of effects of different sample treatments on image
quality. We used various combinations of cell fixation and mounting media, and calculated the
average levels of the phase shift values in cells. The results indicate that different treatments may
lead to different levels of the phase shifts, despite the fact that a change in the “dry mass” quantity
was not expected in these samples.
Moreover, we compared the holographic microscopy with the phase contrast imaging performance
on samples with a strong “halo effect”, and conducted time-lapse experiments to demonstrate the
ability of the holographic microscopy to capture intra-cellular changes during the process of
fixation or the exposure to hypertonic and hypotonic stress. The results allow us to conclude that
the holography microscopy is superior to the phase contrast imaging in respect to image quality
and imaging data content for further image processing.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the grant of MIT (MPO) FR-TI4/660. We thank to
TESCAN Brno and Microscopy Centre of IMG, ASCR for excellent technical cooperation.
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LS-O-940 PIP2 islets - novel nuclear structures revealed with super-resolution and
high-resolution microscopy
Sobol M.1, Philimonenko V.1, Marášek P.1, Kalendová A.1, Kalasová I.1, Uličná L.1, Pastorek L.1,
Hozák P.1
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Czech Republic
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Recent achievements in the designing of novel light microscopes, which overcome the resolution
limit using mathematical or physical approaches, as well as the elaboration of new electron
microscopy methods and techniques allowed us to reveal and describe previously unknown
nucleoplasmic structures composed of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) molecules
and adjacent proteins of different functionality. We show that these structures referred to as PIP2
islets are evolutionary conserved. They are enriched with carbon-rich compounds and surrounded
by nucleic acids and protein-containing constituents. PIP2 islets are not chromatin-dependent and
do not follow the chromatin rearrangements. At the periphery of the islets, PIP2 co-localizes or is
located in immediate vicinity with nascent RNA transcripts as well as with the proteins engaged in
Pol II transcription and organization of chromatin. PIP2 islets are sensitive to RNase treatment,
while their disruption affects the level of transcription. Based on our data, we suggest that newly
observed PIP2 islets play an important role in the organization of nuclear architecture serving as
the docking stations for the formation of the Pol II transcription complexes and providing multiple
stable surfaces for the progression of Pol II transcription.
Acknowledgement: GACR (P305/11/2232), MSMT (LD12063), TACR (TE01020118), BIOCEV
(CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0109), IMG (RVO:68378050), Nikon s.r.o., Microscopy Centre, IMG ASCR.
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Mikmeková E.1, Frank L.1
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The intensity of the interaction between electrons and samples in scanning and scanning
transmission electron microscopes increases steeply with the decreasing energy of the electrons
and, accordingly, image contrasts are significantly enhanced even for nanometer-sized structures
composed of light elements. In ranges of tens and units of eV, individual layers of graphene can
be well distinguished and counted in both reflection and transmission modes. Their transmissivity
for slow electrons was measured on free-standing graphene samples down to 1 eV for 1 to 7
layers and an optimum electron energy was proposed for counting the layers by their
transmissivity value. In the reflection mode, image signals below 10 eV exhibit fast changes in
mutual contrasts between sites differing in terms of the number of layers, and the number of layers
can be derived from the number of minima in the reflected signal within this energy range.
Moreover, imaging at units of eV enables one to distinguish between multilayer samples grown on
substrates by means of underlayer and overlayer mechanisms. Experiments were performed in
microscopes equipped with a cathode lens assembly, i.e. the sample was biased to a high
negative potential. Samples were treated by the usual heating process, but final cleaning was
performed in-situ by bombardment with slow electrons. Electrons below 50 eV were found to
effectively release adsorbed gas atoms and molecules and provide clean graphene of
substantially increased transmissivity.
Acknowledgement: Project is supported by the Technology Agency of the Czech Republic (project
no. TE01020118, Competence Centre: Electron Microscopy) and by MEYS CR (LO1212).
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Fig. 1: Low energy STEM images of multilayer graphene deposited on lacey carbon, demonstrating resolution of
individual layers at and below 100 eV.

Fig. 2: CVD graphene on polycrystalline Cu exhibiting variations in reflectivity of ultralow energy electrons, specific for the
number of graphene layers.
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Poláková J.1, Kozubek S.1
Department of Molecular Cytology and Cytometry, Institute of Biophysics, Academy of Sciences
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Here, we analyzed the DNA damage response in a compartment of nucleoli after ultraviolet (UVA)
and γ-irradiation of mouse embryonic fibroblasts. In particular, we focused on upstream binding
factor (UBF) proteins, which play an important role in ribosomal gene transcription. After UVA
micro-irradiation of the GFP-UBF-positive nucleolar region we observed that 53BP1, γH2AX, and
HP1β proteins significantly accumulated around UBF foci but there was no overlap between UBF
and these proteins. Intriguingly, UVA-irradiation caused an increase in the level of nucleolar UBF
protein, but not in other nucleolar proteins RPA194, TCOF, and fibrillarin. Both UVA- and
γ-irradiation significantly changed the morphology and localized movement of GFP-UBF foci in
nucleoli. Surprisingly, UBF protein, but not RPA194, TCOF, or fibrillarin, was also recruited to the
UVA-irradiated region of the non-nucleolar genome, where it interacted with HP1β as determined
by the FRET technique. Together, our results indicate a specific role of UBF in the DNA damage
response, not only in the compartment of nucleoli but also in the entire genome.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the GACR, grant numbers: P302/12/G157 and
13-07822S. The Czech-Norwegian Research Programme CZ09, grant number: 7F14369.
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Schrenkova J.1,2, Vancova M.1,2, Nebesarova J.1,3
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A brand new EM Cryo CLEM light microscope with the Leica DM6000 FS, which was tested in our
laboratory, was used for the analysis of rapidly frozen digestive cells of the hard tick I. ricinus. The
unique Cryo CLEM objective with low working distance (>0,28 mm) ensures not only fast and
precise localization of target structures in both the wide field and fluorescence mode, but also,
thanks to the cryogenic temperatures, the fluorescence bleaching is omitted, and the biological
samples are captured in their native state. Thus, this tool is especially suitable for studies
regarding pH, by omitting additional media that could influence the actual acidity of the sample.
Our in vivo experiment comprises the usage of the BSA-pHrodo® conjugate that dramatically
increases in fluorescence as the pH of its surroundings becomes more acidic. In addition to this,
frozen specimens were afterwards transferred into the Cryo-scanning electron microscope
(Cryo-SEM) for the detail observation of topography.
Acknowledgement: The authors acknowledge funding from the Technology Agency of the Czech
Republic, project TE01020118.
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Polylactic acid (PLA) and polycaprolactone (PCL) are biodegradable polymers, which have
attracted attention of material scientists due to both technical and medical applications. As for the
technical applications, the interest in biopolymers is connected with crude oil shortage and with the
effort to ease environmental burden. The medical applications are associated with good
mechanical performance, biocompatibility and biodegradability of the polymers.
In this contribution, we describe morphology and micromechanical properties of melt-mixed blends
with matrix of PLA (Ingeo 4032D; NatureWorks LLC; USA) and 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 wt. % of PCL
(Capa 6800; The Perstorp Group; Sweden); PLA/PCL blends are promising systems for bone
tissue engineering. Our previous studies elucidated phase structure development of these
systems [1] and their unusual particle size distribution [2]. The objective of our work is to increase
the toughness of PLA matrix by softer PCL particles, while keeping its stiffness (related to
micromechanical properties such as modulus and microhardness) as high as possible.
SEM micrographs of blend surfaces (Fig. 1) confirmed that the average size of the PCL particles in
PLA matrix increases with PCL concentration. The PLA/PCL(90/10) and PLA/PCL(80/20) blends
exhibited standard particulate morphology, while the PLA/PCL(70/30) blends contained domains
of different phase structure and very broad particle size distributions (Fig. 2). The blends with
higher concentrations of PCL showed rough morphology and (partial) continuity of the soft PCL
component (not suitable for the intended application). Micromechanical properties (Fig. 3)
suggested that the expected decrease in stiffness due to PCL was acceptable and could be
probably compensated for by addition of suitable inorganic filler, which is the subject of our
ongoing research.
References:
[1] Fortelny et al: Polymer Bulletin (2015), submitted.
[2] Slouf et al: Polymer Testing, 42 (2015) 8-16.
Acknowledgement: Financial support through grants GA14-17921S (GACR) and TE01020118
(TACR) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 1: SEM micrographs showing smoothed and etched surfaces of PLA/PCL blends with compositions (a) 90/10, (b)
80/20 and (c) 70/30; PCL particles were etched off with tetrahydrofuran.

Fig. 2: Particle size distributions of PCL/PLA blends, corresponding to the systems shown in Fig. 1 above. The
distributions were calculated with our own program MDISTR [2].

Fig. 3: Micromechanical properties obtained from microindentation hardness testing: (a) elastic modulus and (b)
microhardness. Each column represents at least 20 measurements from at least two different places of the sample; error
bars represent standard deviations.
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Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) is an imaging technique that enables
identification and targeting of fluorescently tagged structures with subsequent imaging at
nanometer resolution. Correlative cryo-fluorescence microscopy (cryo-FM) and cryo-scanning
electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) is a state-of-art approach, which enables to image the studied
object of interest very close to its natural state, devoided of artifacts caused by slow chemical
fixation. Using cryo-FM and cryo-SEM, we studied the interactions of infectious bacterium Borrelia
burgdorferi with several mammalian cell lines, as it could broaden our knowledge about the
pathogenic mechanisms of this Lyme disease-causing agent. The genetic tagging of B. burgdorferi
with green fluorescent protein allowed very fast and reliable localization of the bacteria in the light
microscope. Our results confirm the prevailing hypothesis considering this bacterium to be an
intercellular pathogen. This method holds potential to become a method of choice to study the
finest details of pathogen-cell interactions.
Acknowledgement: The study is supported by the Technology Agency of the Czech
Republic (TE01020118).
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The cryo scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) as well as high-pressure-freezing (HPF)
belongs to cutting edge techniques in electron microscopy. However, their combination is not
always easy applicable. Here, we present a way of combining high-pressure-freezing using EM
PACT2 (Leica Microsystems) that fixes hydrated samples on a 1.4 mm sapphire discs and high
resolution SEM JEOL 7401F equipped with the cryo-attachement ALTO 2500 (GATAN). The
freeze-fracturing technique is used here for investigation of yeast cultures cultivated on the
sapphire discs, where we focus on the formation of the extracellular matrix.
For freezing the samples we used the EM PACT2. In order to perform the freeze-fracturing
through the small sapphire discs in the cryo-preparation chamber, a universal holder was
designed and built. There were following requirements for the holder: (1) easy fixing of the
sapphire disc in liquid nitrogen, (2) fracturing the sapphire disc, and (3) possibility to observe both
sides of the sapphire disc in the SEM. The developed holder is shown in Fig. 1a.
A culture of the yeast Candida parapsilosis was used. After 24 hours cultivation, the disk was
removed from the medium and fixed by the HPF, mounted to the holder in liquid N2 (Fig. 1a) and
moved into the cryo-preparation chamber. The sapphire disc containing the sample was fractured.
Fig. 1b and 1c show fractures of grown cultures of C. parapsilosis and its extracellular matrix fixed
by the two following ways: plunging into the liquid ethane (Fig. 1b) and use of HPF (Fig. 1c).
Our study of yeast biofilms suggests that cryo-SEM in combination with the high-pressure-freezing
and perpendicular cross freeze-fracturing through the sapphire disc is an excellent technique for
highly hydrated samples. Thus, details in biofilm formation can be recognized and further studied
in their natural hydrated state allowing detailed investigation of morphology close to the life-like
condition.
Acknowledgement: The research was supported by GACR (GA14-20012S), MEYS CR (LO1212),
its infrastructure by MEYS CR and EC (CZ.1.05/2.1.00/01.0017).
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Fig. 1: (a) A holder of the 1.4 mm sapphire disc for the ALTO 2500 cryo-attachement. (b) Freeze-fracture of Candida
parapsilosis grown on a glass substrate (left part of the image) and fixed by plunging to the liquid ethane. (c)
Freeze-fracture of Candida parapsilosis grown on a sapphire disc (left part of the image) and fixed by HPF.
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Nuclear myosin I is a nuclear isoform of the well-known “cytoplasmic” Myosin 1c protein. Located
on the 11th chromosome in mice, NM1 results from an alternative start of transcription of the
Myo1c gene adding an extra 16 amino acids at the N-terminus. Previous studies revealed its roles
in nuclear processes such as RNA Pol I and RNA Pol II transcription, chromatin remodeling , and
chromosomal movements . In contrary, Myo1c was shown to act in different plasma membrane
and cytoplasm related processes.
In order to trace specific functions of the NM1 isoform, we generated mice lacking the NM1 start
codon without affecting the cytoplasmic Myo1c protein. Mutant mice were analyzed in a
comprehensive phenotypic screen and strikingly, no obvious phenotype related to previously
described functions has been observed. Surprisingly, we found that NM1 KO skin fibroblasts are
more resistant to hypotonic stress in comparison to WT cells suggesting the role of NM1 in plasma
membrane dynamics.
To explore the mechanical properties of NM1 KO cells in detail, we used Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM). We show that plasma membrane of NM1 KO cells has higher elasticity in comparison to
WT cells, and therefore it is more resistant to cell swelling processes occurring during hypotonic
treatment. This suggests that NM1 might acts as a dynamic link between plasma membrane and
cytoskeleton, influencing the fluidity of the cortical layer of the cell.
Acknowledgement: This study has been supported by the project „BIOCEV“
(CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0109). Then by the GACR (Reg. No. P305/11/2232), and by the GACU
(Reg.No. 253189).
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Series of BF images provide us information about the cell and cell interior without any labelling or
other treatments of the sample.
We used a z-stack of 12bit raw images as an algorithm input (see Fig.1). The cell was
automatically detected via searching for unchanged pixels for a pair of two consecutive Z-scan
images, which are darker than the background. After that, the information content of each Z-scan
image was computed and resulted in Point Information Entropy Density (PIED) values [1], which
served for finding the focus images in clustering algorithm. For this purpose, measurement of the
height of the living cell using AFM served as a reference. The focused images were recalculated
to give Point Divergence Gain (PDG) [2] - differences between two consecutive images, which
characterize the organelles’ object spread functions (OSF).
Script OrganelleExport.m loaded information about cell, background, and PDG from the focused
series. The homogeneous objects were detected at zero PDG values (with no information change
between two consecutive images in Z-scan). The zero values of the PDG does not mean that the
detectable objects (a 3D image of the organelle OSF) consists of the same intensities in the whole
volume. In the bright-field microscopy (diffraction images) the focused objects are the darkest
ones. Therefore, the final 3D objects, which have a high probability to be real organelles, were
found via isocontour detection as the darkest zero PDG points.
1. Rychtáriková R. et al.: Point Information Gain, Point Information Gain Entropy and Point
Information Gain Entropy Density as Measures of Semantic and Syntactic Information of
Multidimensional Discrete Phenomena, available at http://arxiv.org/pdf/1501.02891v4.pdf.
2. R. Rychtáriková et al., in ISCS 2014: Interdisciplinary Symposium on Complex Systems
(Emergence, Complexity and Computation 14), edited by A. Sanayei, O.E. Rössler, I. Zelinka
(Switzerland: Springer), 2014, pp. 261-267.
Acknowledgement: Fincial support Postdok JU CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0006, by projects CENAKVA
(No. CZ.1.05/2.1.00/01.0024) and CENAKVA II (No. LO1205 under the NPU I program).
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the algorithm. The input is Cell with the background and output is 3D model of the organelle. IIEP is
Image Info Extractor Professional software developed in our institute.
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Among nanostructured noble metals, gold is of special importance due to its chemical stability and
unique optical and electrochemical properties. Bulk gold (Au) has a face-centered cubic structure,
is non-magnetic, melts at 1.336 K, and has density a 19.320 g cm-3. The melting temperature
decreases dramatically as the sample size goes down. Au is usually viewed as an inert metal, it
has been found that Au nanoparticles less than 3 ÷ 5 nm in diameter and nanoporous Au are
catalytically active for several chemical reactions.
The aim of our investigation was to prove the preparation of ultrathin (1.5 ÷ 15 nm) gold films
nanostructured in bulk and surface by RF diode sputtering and to find an influence of technological
parameters on their morphological and optical properties. For growth of nanostructures are
dominant the early stages of thin film growth: nuclei formation, growth of clusters and islands.
Sputtering parameters were changed: RF power from 75 W to 300 W, substrates (Corning glass)
were kept at room temperature (RT) and 250 ºC resp. The samples were post-deposition annealed
in vacuum at 250 – 300 ºC and in the air at 500 ºC resp. from 1 h up to 5 h. The morphology of Au
structures was observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) Jeol JSM 7500 F with a field
emission cathode (Fig. 1) and by atomic force microscope (AFM) Park XE 100 AFM (Fig. 2). The
layers are created in the context of the study of the optical properties of nanostructures.
Acknowledgement:
This work was financially supported by Scientific Grant Agency of the Ministry of Education of
Slovak Republic (grants 1/0439/13, 1/0601/13 and 1/0459/12).
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Fig. 1: SEM image of 15 nm thicknesses Au film deposited at RT on corning glass after annealing (500 ºC for 5 h)

Fig. 2: AFM image of gold structures deposited at RT on corning glass substrate after annealing (300 ºC for 2h)
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Eukaryotic chromatin is highly organized and consists of two distinct types: transcriptionally active
euchromatin and transcriptionally silent heterochromatin. Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) is
involved in regulation of chromatin remodeling and transcription. HP1 is recruited to UV-damaged
chromatin, which is independent of methylation of histone H3 at the position of lysine 9 (H3K9me)
that otherwise represents a binding site for HP11. Results of our experiments showed histone
acetylation-dependent kinetics of HP1β after induction of DNA lesion by UV radiation. Moreover,
we found that UVA irradiation destroyed nuclear lamina. After local micro-irradiation by UVA we
observed shrinkage of nuclear membrane visualized by mCherry-tagged LaminA. Additionally, this
observation was supported by electron microscopy studies. We analyzed status of A-type lamin
and HP1β in UVA-induced DNA lesions. We observed that pronounced accumulation of
HP1β-GFP to DNA lesions was maintained despite the fact that lamin A/C-mCherry (or GFP)
fluorescence was completely destroyed and not recovered after UVA irradiation2. Then, we studied
recruitment of another DNA damage response (DDR)-related proteins (53BP1 and BMI1), and
additional experiments with γ-irradiation showed that the nuclear lamina remained intact and the
genome-wide level of HP1β was stable. Fluorescence intensity of HP1β and BMI1 in UVA-induced
lesions and level of HP1β after γ-irradiation were unaffected by deficiency in A-type lamins,
whereas those parameters of 53BP1 were changed.
1. Luijsterburg, M. S. et al. Heterochromatin protein 1 is recruited to various types of DNA
damage. J. Cell Biol. 185, 577–586 (2009).
2. Sehnalová, P. et al. Recruitment of HP1β to UVA-induced DNA lesions is independent of
radiation-induced changes in A-type lamins. Biol. Cell 106, 151–165 (2014).
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic, projects
P302/12/G157 and 13-07822S.
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Up to now the examination of nerve microarchitecture has been limited solely to two-dimensional
imaging techniques. The objective of this study was to evaluate the ability of optical projection
tomography (OPT) to discern the nerve microarchitecture and injection injury in three dimensions
(3D). Five piglets were studied, whose median and lingual nerves were, post mortem, unilaterally
injected with pre-set volumes of local anesthetic, excised and subsequently cleared [1] with benzyl
alcohol benzyl benzoate and finally captured in 3D. The same contralateral nerves were used as
controls. Using OPT [2] we observed differences between the internal organization of the median
and the lingual nerves, which potentially explains the variations in their susceptibility to injury. This
was demonstrated in 3D as a disruption to the fascicles in the lingual nerve (Fig. 1), and their
displacement in the median nerve (Fig. 2). This new technology offers potential for studying nerve
microarchitecture topography and its tolerance to injection injury.
For acquisition of specimens we used a custom-made OPT machine which was developed in
cooperation with the Politecnico di Milano, Italy and installed in the Institute of Physiology CAS in
Prague. The specimens were acquired using an excitation wavelength of 405 nm and emission
wavelengths from 550 nm with a high pass filter. 3D reconstructions were created using NRecon
and analyses were done using DataViewer sw, both of which are available online (skyscan.be).
[1] Zhu D, Larin KV, Luo Q, Tuchin V. Recent progress in tissue optical clearing. Laser Photonics
Rev. 2013; 7: 732-757.
[2] Sharpe J. Optical projection tomography as a new tool for studying embryo anatomy. J Anat.
2003; 202: 175-81.
Acknowledgement: Czech Science Foundation (13-12412S), AMVIS (LH13028), the Slovenian
Research Agency (N° P3 0043) and the Uni Med Centre Ljubljana (N° 20110329).
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Fig. 1: Microarchitecture of the injected lingual nerve as seen in x-z, x-y and z-y plane.

Fig. 2: Microarchitecture of the injected median nerve as seen in x-z, x-y and z-y plane.
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phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate
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Phosphoinositides (PIs), posphorylated derivatives of phosphatidylinositol, are essential regulators
of cytoskeletal dynamics, membrane trafficking, and membrane signalling. Moreover, PIs are
involved in important nuclear processes as chromatin remodelling, pre-mRNA splicing, mRNA
export out of the nucleus, DNA transcription and gene expression. Here we show that PHF8, a
transcriptional coactivator, is a phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2)-interacting protein.
Super-resolution structured illumination microscopy revealed that PHF8 colocalizes with PIP2 in
nuclear speckles, intranuclear compartments where many pre-mRNA splicing factors are stored,
and in small foci in the nucleoplasm. Our biochemical data confirmed that PHF8 is in complex with
PIP2 and that their interaction is direct. To identify the exact PIP2 binding site, we prepared PHF8
mutated in putative PIs binding motifs - PHD finger and two arginine/lysine-rich motifs. Using this
approach we show that PHF8 interacts directly with PIP2 through the C-terminal
arginine/lysine-rich motif.
Acknowledgement: Study was supported from BIOCEV, GACR (P305/11/2232 and 15-08738S),
TACR(TE01020118), HFSP (RGP0017/2013)and by the grant RVO: 68378050.
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The eukaryotic nucleus is a highly structured cellular compartment composed mainly of proteins
and nucleic acids. In addition to these abundant molecules, the nuclear interior also contains
minor components such as phosphoinositides. Phosphoinositides are phosphorylated forms of
phosphatidylinositol - a negatively charged glycerol-based phospholipid. The cytoplasmic roles of
phosphoinositides are well studied. As components of cellular membranes, phosphoinositides are
involved in regulation of membrane dynamics, cell architecture, or motility. Nuclear
phosphoinositides are implicated in essential nuclear processes as DNA transcription, mRNA
processing, and chromatin remodelling. However, their functions in the nucleus are still not
sufficiently understood. Here we present a novel phosphoinositide binding protein - lysine-specific
histone demethylase 1 (LSD1). Depending on its interacting partners, LSD1 can act as
transcriptional repressor or activator, which demethylates H3K4me/me2 or H3K9me/me2,
respectively. LSD1 has been previously identified as a potential phosphoinositide interacting
protein by high throughput screenings. We confirm that LSD1 forms a complex with nuclear
phosphoinositides and we show that their interaction is direct. Moreover, we demonstrate that
LSD1 is a general phosphoinositide interactor with the highest affinity towards phosphatidylinositol
4-phosphate (PI4P). PI4P binds to the N-terminal part of LSD1 catalytic domain and reduces its
H3K4me2 demethylase activity.
Acknowledgement: This project is supported by the project BIOCEV (CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0109),by
the GACR (GA P305/11/223 and 15-08738S),by the MEYS of CR(LD12063),by RVO: 68378050.
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trepaxonematan structure of Nippotaenia mogurndae Yamaguti et Myiata, 1940
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The cestode order Nippotaeniida comprises Nippotaeniidae family, which includes about six
species of freshwater fishes in Japan, China, Russia and New Zealand [1]. Nippotaenia
mogurndae was introduced into European waters with the expansion of its host, the Chinese
sleeper Perccottus glenii Dubowski, 1877 – an invasive fish species [2]. This parasite species was
in Slovakia first time recorded in 2004 [3]. The mature spermatozoon of N. mogurndae contains a
single helicoidal crested body, one axoneme of the 9+”1” trepaxonematan structure, parallel
cortical microtubules arranged in a ring in the anterior region of the cell, and a spiraled nucleus
encircling the axoneme [4].
The aim of our study was to determine the fine ultrastructure of axoneme of N. mogurndae. Using
one axis electron tomography the 3D ultrastructure was evaluated as helical/screw conveyor
shape. Relatively the high maximum angle ±75° and so resolution of tomography allowed us to
depict helical shape of axoneme. The outer diameter of axoneme was determined 39.5 ± 3.3 nm
and the length of one quarter period of the screw in Z-axis was ~17 nm.
The worms were dissected, subsequently prepared using the chemical method of specimen
preparation and embedded in SPA-pon (SPI). 80 nm thin sections were cut by UCT
ultramicrotome (Leica), picked up on copper grids and double stained. Tilt series images were
collected in range ±75° with 1° increments using TEM JEOL 2100F equipped with the camera
Orius SC1000 (Gatan) and the SerialEM automatic acquisition software package [5]. Electron
tomograms were aligned, reconstructed and 3D models were generated manually using IMOD
software package [6].
1. R.A. Bray, CAB I. (1994), pp 253-255
2. Y. Kvach et al., Knowl Manag Aquat E. (2013), 409:05
3. L. Košuthová et al., from Europe. Helm. (2004), 41:55–57
4. M. Brunanska et al., Paras. Res. (2015), 114:1443-1453
5. D.N. Mastronarde, J. S. Biol. (2005), 152:36-51
6. J.R. Kremer et al., J. S. Biol. (1996), 116:71-6
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the ASCR (Z60220518), TAČR (TE 01020118).
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Main preparation machine for cross section of thin films and other kind of samples for TEM
observation are wide-spread Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS) from Gatan. PIPS use
ultrasonic and dimple grinder together with low speed diamond saw for mechanical sample
preparation. Relatively new in this TEM sample preparation field is Jeol Ion Slicer, which uses
different geometry and therefore different methods of mechanical preparation of samples. For
mechanical preparation of the sample for the Ion Slicer only low speed diamond saw and parallel
plane polisher are needed, but different geometry inside Ion Slicer compare to PIPS requires
adding a consumable cover belt for shielding part of the sample from ion beam in some phase of
the preparation. We focus on comparison of both ways of sample preparation with showing the
results and preparation steps in detail.
Acknowledgement: CENTEM project CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0088 in the follow-up sustainability stage
supported through CENTEM PLUS (LO1402) under the National Sustainability Programme I
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Fig. 1: PIPS sample preparation

Fig. 2: Prepared sample from PIPS

Fig. 3: Ion Slicer sample preparation

Fig. 4: Prepared sample from Ion Slicer
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Members of the family Diplozoidae (Monogenea) represent blood-feeding gill parasites of
freshwater fish with unique morphology. Adult worms are, in fact, two individual worms that have
fused with each other permanently. Developmental stages of diplozoid species were investigated
for the body organisation and its adaptation to the ectoparasitic life. Using a combined approach of
light, confocal and electron microscopy including freeze-etching method, we focused on parasite´s
surface (tegument), musculature, digestive, reproductive and excretory systems.
Acknowledgement: This research was financially supported by the Czech Science Foundation
Grant No. GAP506/12/1258.
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New generation of electron microscopes (such as FEI Titan Krios) with parallel sample
illumination, stable electro-magnetic lenses and new specimen compustage provided a platform
for obtaining data extending to near-atomic resolution. Additionally, advent of direct detectors with
4-times better sensitivity and capability to record several images per second revolutionized the
field of cryo-electron microscopy of biological specimen.
We used this new instrumentation to image the type I R/M enzyme EcoR124I that is at the edge of
standard cryoEM procedures and reconstructions: it is only ~500 kDa large, has low symmetry and
most likely is flexible in its open conformation [1]. The data obtained from Titan Krios with a direct
detector provided data that can be processed and lead to high-resolution 3D reconstruction.
However, we had to develop a new approach for processing of the acquired data to extract the
individual EcoR124I particles from imaged micrographs. We used wavelet filter (i.e. dyadic and
stationary wavelet transform with different thresholds) to enhance the contrast of the particles in
the micrograph that facilitated identification of their positions and automated picking from
thousands of collected micrographs. Next, we obtained the initial low-resolution model of the
EcoR124I structure from cryo-electron tomography. The average from ~300 subtomogram
particles was used to automatically locate particles in the filtered micrographs, using the algorithm
implemented in the image processing package Relion [2]. Our next efforts are focused on refining
the 3D structure to subnanometer resolution using the original dataset obtained from Titan Krios.
1. Ch. K. Kennaway, J. E. Taylor, Chun Feng Song et al: Structure and operation of the
DNA-translocating type I DNA restriction enzymes, Genes and Development., 26, (2012), 92-104.
2. Sjors H. W. Scheres: A Bayesian View on Cryo-EM Structure Determination, Journal of
Molecular Biology, 415 (2011), 406-418.
Acknowledgement: The research was supported by GACR (GA14-20012S), MEYS CR (LO1212),
its infrastructure by MEYS CR and EC (CZ.1.05/2.1.00/01.0017).
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Zinc oxide (ZnO) has been used as an optically transparent conducting material due to its wide
band gap (~ 3.3 eV) and other desirable properties such as low cost and nontoxicity. However,
pure ZnO has excellent conductivity but is not very electrically and chemically stable at high
temperatures. Among the variety of metallic element-doped ZnO films, Ti-doped ZnO films have
been investigated recently for their unique electrical, magnetic, and sensing properties. The aim of
this work is to study the effect of Ti content on the structural properties of Zn-Ti-O films. Reactive
magnetron co-sputtering using a RF magnetron equipped with Zn target and DC magnetron
equipped with Ti target has been used to prepare films. By this method the Ti content is controlled
independently; five samples with Ti content between 1 and 13 at.% on Si substrate has been
prepared. Microstructure of deposited film has been studied by X-ray diffraction, scanning electron
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and diffraction. The morphology and grains size of
ZnO:Ti films was significantly affected by Ti content. The results show that the films with Ti content
lower then 3 at.% are (002)-oriented and the films with Ti content higher then 6 at.% showed
(104)-oriented ZnTiO3 phase.
Acknowledgement: The result was developed within the CENTEM project, reg. no.
CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0088, supported through CENTEM PLUS (LO1402).
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Localization of molecules at plasmonic metal nanoparticle (NP) surfaces always leads to a
surface-enhancement of their Raman scattering[1]. By contrast, for surface-modified
luminescence, attenuation or amplification can be observed[2]. Recently, we have reported
preparation and testing of highly efficient active systems for SERS and SERRS (surface-enhanced
/resonance/ Raman scattering), in which adsorbates are incorporated into 3D nanosponge Ag
aggregates and overlayed by a thin liquid layer [3]. The 3D Ag aggregates were assembled from
fused 2D fractal aggregates which resulted from modification of Ag NPs hydrosol (prepared by
reduction of AgNO3 by hydroxylamine /HA/ hydrochloride), by 1M HCl and the adsorbate [3].
However, these active systems were found unsuitable for surface-modified luminescence, since
no luminescence signal was observed from them.
In this contribution, we report preparation and morphology of 3D nanosponge Ag aggregates
assembled from fused Ag NP aggregates formed in HA-AgNP hydrosol modified only by 1M HCl
(Fig.1). Active surfaces for the phosphorescence lifetime imaging (PLIM) studies were prepared by
overlaying of Ag 3D nanosponge aggregate by the 1x10-5 M aqueous solution of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ . By
the intensities measurements, surface-enhanced phosphorescence of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ localized in the
vicinity of the 3D nanosponge aggregate was detected. From the PLIM studies (Fig. 2), three
different 3MLCT excited state lifetimes of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ were obtained: 367 ns, 75 ns and 17 ns. The
367 ns lifetime belongs to free [Ru(bpy)3]2+[2]. The other two lifetimes were attributed to [Ru(bpy)3]2+
cations localized in the vicinity of the aggregate or in the aggregate pores.
References:
[1] Etchegoin GP et al, Principles of Surface-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy and Related
Plasmonic Effects, Elsevier, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2009
[2] ] Lakowicz JR, Anal. Biochem. 2001, 298, 1
[3] Sutrova V et al. J. Raman. Spectr., 2015, DOI 10.1002/jrs.4690
Acknowledgement: GAUK 363515 and TACR TE01020118
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Fig. 1: (A) TEM image of 2D fused Ag aggregates (B) SEM image of nanosponge Ag aggregate

Fig. 2: PLIM image of 3D nanosponge aggregate overlayed by an aqueous solution of 1x10-5 M [Ru(bpy)3]2+
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Introduction: Osseointegration is defined in histological implant studies as the direct contact
between living bone and implant, on the level of a light microscope. One of the most used
histomorphometric analysis of dental implants is the fraction of surface areas of mineralized bone
in contact with the implant surface called bone-implant contact (BIC).
Aim: The main difficulty is the ability to obtain a very thin section of bone-implant, without any
micro-movements of osseointegrated implants from the bone, to be able to observe true
bone-implant interface. Our aim was to find a method for preparation of the bone-implant interface
for evaluation of osseointegration by measuring the percentage of BIC.
Materials and methods: Titanium implants inserted into the bones of pigs and rabbit under general
anesthesia. Two doses of antibiotic Tetracyclin (TTC) were applied in different intervals to
demonstrate regions of active bone formation, mineralisation and the quantity of newly formed
bone at the implant interface with the help of a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) due to
its fluorescent property.
Results: Upon developing special method of bone processing and staining for eventual histological
analysis, a series of microphotographic images were taken under both light and CLSM showing
the bone-implant interface. Images from CLSM reveal that the TTC labelled the newly formed
bone demonstrated two levels of bone formation labelled as fluorescent lines. We evaluate the
osseointegration of implants by measuring of (BIC) % according to the Elipse programme
produced by ViDiTo Košice Org. module line system.
Discussion: Implant technology is a rapidly progressing science, with very frequent production of
new designs, materials and surface treatments. Therefore, we could in the future utilize this
method in order to analyse these new modifications. This method enabled the evaluation of
osseointegration to be more efficient, accurate and less time consuming.
Acknowledgement: experiments that were carried out on living specimens were approved by the
Animal Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine in Pilsen.Special thanks
to them.
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Helminths are multicellular organisms which may cause infections with serious symptoms. Their
study by veterinary and medical researchers is essential. Analyses using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) techniques are quite common for parasitological studies. However, sometimes
conventional SEM is not suitable because only a small number or only one sample of a rare
parasite is available. The aim of this work is to demonstrate results of unique observations of
basics groups of helminth parasites (Nematoda, Cestoda, Trematoda and Acanthocephala) by
environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) with minimal shape and volume
deformations. We also show the advantages of studying of this specific type of biological samples
in controlled dynamically changing conditions in the specimen chamber of non-commercial ESEM
AQUASEM II. This microscope is equipped with many types of special detectors (for example by
the ionization detector of SEs used in this work), specially designed hydration system and custom
built Peltier cooled specimen holder. Specimens from four groups of above mentioned parasites
fixed in 4% formaldehyde solution or 70% ethanol were investigated using ESEM. The samples
were cooled down to 2°C and observed in high pressure water vapour environment of 680–600
Pa, probe current 110 pA and beam accelerating voltage 20 kV. Samples were placed on a Peltier
cooled specimen holder to a drop of water. Consequently the water was slowly evaporated from
the sample. Specimen examination proceeded in fully hydrated state and without any previous
preparations. This method has proven its usefulness and effectivity in morphological and
taxonomic studies of the parasites.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to thank GACR (GA14 22777S, P505/12/G112) and the
Antarctic expedition in the Czech Antarctic Station ‘‘J. G. Mendel’’.
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Orientation of lipophilic dye molecules within a biological membrane can report on the molecular
environment, i.e., the physical and chemical properties of the surrounding membrane. This fact,
however, remains under-utilized, largely because of our limited quantitative knowledge of
molecular orientational distributions and the fact that robust techniques allowing experimental
observation of molecular orientations of dyes in biological membranes are only being developed.
In order to begin filling this lack of knowledge and to develop appropriate tools, we have
investigated the membrane orientational distributions of the fluorescent dyes F2N12S and DiI.
Single- and two-photon polarization microscopy experiments yield parameters of orientational
distributions of the dyes that are in an excellent agreement with results of computerized molecular
dynamics simulations.
Acknowledgement: GACR grant P205/13-10799S (J.L.), U. South Bohemia (093/2009/P award,
A.B.), GACR P208/12/G016, MSMT LH12001, Finland FiDiPro, ASCR Praemium Academie (all
P.J.)
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Fig. 1: Giant unilamellar vesicles containing the F2N12S dye, imaged using two-photon polarization microscopy.
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The scanning electron microscopes (SEM) enable high resolution imaging of the topography of the
specimen surface. However, modern devices at present offer a wide range of other biological
applications including visualization of internal cellular structures, 3D reconstruction and
immunolocalization of cellular components. The advantage is the ability of HRSEM to combine
different imaging modes (secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, transmitted electrons) and
to operate at various accelerating voltages. We present here different approaches for the detection
of specifically labeled biological structures by the field-emission SEM. For immunolabeling
purposes, ultrathin cryosections according to Tokuyasu or Lowicryl K4M resin ultrathin sections
were immunolabeled using probes such as quantum dots; silver enhanced ultrasmall gold
nanoparticles (NPs), gold and palladium NPs. Using the backscattered electrons, we can
distinguish NPs made from different elements. Using the transmitted electrons at higher kV, the
ultrastructure can be imaged in resin sections contrasted with uranyl acetate. On the other hand,
the high topographic contrast of ultrathin cryosections dried using a method of critical point enable
to study morphology at the secondary electrons even without uranyl acetate staining of sections.
However, the staining of cryosetions using the uranyl acetate lowered the contrast ratio between
biological structures and NPs.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the grant of Technology Agency of the
CR (TE01020118) and the Institutional Grant of Institute of Parasitology (AV0Z60220518).
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Polycaprolactone (PCL) is biodegradable polymer, which draws attention as a biocompatible and a
biodegradable material with many potential medical applications. The biodegradability is
influenced by polymer properties from which the most important is polymer backbone structure
and related molecular weight. They together determine the degree of crystallinity and resulting
morphology. Since PCL crystallization rate is lower in comparison with conventional polymers,
several studies have been devoted to PCL blends and nanocomposites with the aim to enhance
and control the rate of crystallization biodegradation.
In this work, we have examined the structure and properties of melt-mixed composites with
polymer matrix of PCL (Capa 6800; The Perstorp Group; Sweden) filled with 2.5 or 5.0 wt.% of
TiO2-based particles (TiX) commercial isometric TiO2 microparticles (mTiO2) and
laboratory-synthesized titanate nanotubes (TiNT) with high aspect ratio. The objective of the study
was to investigate influence of mTiO2 and TiNT particles on morphology, crystallization kinetics,
and properties of PCL.
Morphology of the investigated composites observed with light and scanning electron microscopy,
both standard and newly developed techniques, show well-dispersed mTiO2 particles without
agglomerates in the PCL matrix (Fig. 1). In-situ polarized light microscopy (PLM) displayed faster
isothermal crystallization of all PCL/TiX composites, but the micrographs (Fig. 2) indicated that the
TiX particles did not act as nucleation centres. Isothermal DSC experiments confirmed PLM
results and showed that overall rate of isothermal crystallization increased in the following order:
PCL < PCL/TiNT < PCL/mTiO2. The rheology revealed weak thermal degradation of polymer
matrix caused by TiX paticles. Nevertheless, the microindentation measurements showed that the
slight degradation of the matrix did not significantly influenced the resulting mechanical properties.
Acknowledgement: Financial support through grants GA14-17921S (GAČR) and TE01020118
(TAČR) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 1: Light micrographs of PCL/TiX thin sections: composites of PCL/mTiO2 (a,b) and PCL/TiNT (c,d) with two different
contents of TiX filler – 2.5 wt.% (a,c), or 5.0 wt.% (b,d) respectively.

Fig. 2: Sets of polarized light micrographs illustrating isothermal crystallization in PCL samples at different time. The first
row shows PCL/0 and the second row shows PCL/TiNT(2.5%), respectively.
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Al-Si castings are economical in many applications. They are used in the automotive industry or in
construction of machines. The addition of alloying elements such as Mg and Cu make these alloys
heat treatable, further improving their mechanical properties and allowing their use in new, more
demanding applications. Due to the increasing production of recycled Al-cast alloys is necessary
their strict microstructures control. The mechanical properties and microstructure of Al-cast alloys
are dependent on the composition; melt treatment conditions, solidification rate, casting processes
and the applied thermal treatment. The mechanical properties of Al-Si alloys depend, besides the
Si, Cu, Mg and Fe-content, more on the distribution and the shape of the silicon particles. The
microstructure of experimental material was studied using light microscope Neophot 32 and SEM
observation with EDX analysis using scanning electron microscope VEGA LMU II linked to the
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The samples for metallographic observations were
prepared by standards metallographic procedures and etched by standard (Dix-Keller, 0.5 % HF)
reagent. Some samples were also in order to reveal the 3D-morphology of the Si-phase and
intermetallic phases deep-etched for 30 s in HCl solution. Typical as-cast microstructure of the
secondary AlSi cast alloy contains of primary aluminium dendrites (α-phase), eutectic (mixture of
α-matrix and Si-particles) and variously type’s intermetallic phases (Fig.1). Figures 2-4 show SEM
observations of the deep etched samples. The 3-D morphology of the phases is more obvious.
Silicon is an anisotropic phase and grows in a faceted manner along preferred crystallographic
directions according to the twin plane re-entrant edge mechanism as platelets (Fig. 2). The more
faceted shape of the Si-platelets is in contrast to the skeleton morphology of Al15(FeMn)3Si2
phase-Fig. 3. Al2Cu phase precipitates as ternary eutectic (Fig.1 and Fig.4).
Acknowledgement: The authors acknowledge the financial support of the projects VEGA
No1/0533/15 and KEGA 044ŽU-4/2014.
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Fig. 1: Microstructure of AlSi cast alloy(α-phase, 2 - eutectic Fig. 2: Morphology of eutectic Si, deep etched HCl, SEM
Si, 3 - Cu-phases, 4 - Fe-phases) etch. 0.5 % HF, SEM

Fig. 3: Morphology of Fe-phase, deep etched HCl, SEM

Fig. 4: Morphology of Cu-phase, deep etched HCl, SEM
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This paper deals with the study of the plastic deformation mechanisms of AZ 61 alloy with addition
of 0.5 wt. % Ca (A) and 1 wt. % Ca (B). Character of plastic deformation was studied on
specimens with dendritic and polyhedral microstructure. Specimens of prismatic shape with stress
concentrator in the middle (V-notch), which served as an exact location of the cracks initiation and
propagation, were subjected to three-point bending test. The objective was to obtain detail
information about plastic deformation, twinning and slip in the nearby area of formed crack and on
the fracture surface (Figures 1 - 4).
Acknowledgement: The authors acknowledge the financial support of the projects VEGA
No1/0683/15 and KEGA 044ŽU-4/2014.
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Fig. 1: Slip and twinning plastic deformation after the slow Fig. 2: Slip and twinning plastic deformation after the slow
loading three-point bending test of magnesium alloy AZ61: loading three-point bending test of magnesium alloy AZ61:
alloy A, as-cast state
alloy A, after heat treatment (T = 490 °C, 32 h, 200 °C, 5 h)

Fig. 3: Slip and twinning plastic deformation after the slow
loading three-point bending test of magnesium alloy
AZ61:alloy B, as-cast state

Fig. 4: Slip and twinning plastic deformation after the slow
loading three-point bending test of magnesium alloy AZ61:
alloy B, after heat treatment (T = 500 °C, 32 h, 200 °C, 5 h)
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FRET Acceptor Photobleaching (FRET AB) is quite simple method based on bleaching the
acceptor, but the FRET confirmation requests a lot of tests and controls. The presented proposal
is to use TimeGate function of confocal laser scanning microscope Leica TCS SP8 X. TimeGate
function is available for the combination of pulsed picosecond White Light Laser (WLL) and
spectral hybrid HyD detectors based on GaAsP. Spectral detection by HyDs can be expanded by
time resolved detection by TimeGate function with arbitrary time windows in the range 0-12 ns.
FRET was performed for well-known interacting partners p53 and 53BP1 in mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEFs). In our experiments, we have used laser lines 488 nm and 591 nm for analysis
by FRET AB with two HyDs with spectral bandwidth set adequately to excitation laser lines.
Different time windows were tested. We have compared the standard FRET AB measurement with
mor efficient time resolved detection by TimeGate function.
Acknowledgement: The work was supported by by the Education for Competitiveness Operational
Programme (ECOP) CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0030.
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The development of Cryptosporidium muris (strain TS03) oocysts was mapped in detail using a
combined microscopic approach, supported by a freeze etching. Our data show that the oocyst
wall starts to form shortly after fertilization of the macrogamonts by the microgametes. Two types
of wall forming bodies (WFB) of different electron density occur exclusively in sexual stages:
mature macrogamonts and zygotes. The WFB, located beneath the zygote pellicle, disintegrate
into small particles and migrate into the space between pellicular membranes. Additional
membranes seem to develop beneath the pellicle so that four or more membranes can be seen
enveloping more advanced zygote stages.
Developing oocysts are enveloped by a parasitophorous sac and their wall comprises three layers.
The outermost one, considered to be a ‘true oocyst’, is very fragile and this can be the reason that
it usually remains unnoticed. In endogenous stages, this layer is usually separated from inner two
layers and often almost unnoticeable as it is adjacent to the inner membrane of the
parasitophorous sac. The middle thin and the innermost thick layers, on which the characteristic
suture can be seen, form the wall of a ‘sporocyst’. Fully sporulated ‘sporocysts’, found either in
stomach or faeces, are released from parasitophorous sac and frequently lack the outermost layer
(‘oocyst’). Under scanning electron microscope, they exhibit either smooth or wrinkly surface,
presumably depending on the oocyst wall thickness. Generally, we can resume that the thickness
of their wall is not uniform and varies significantly even in fully sporulated oocysts, thus it is not
correct to strictly divide oocysts into thick- or thin-walled in cryptosporidia. This study suggest to
re-evaluate the putative absence of sporocyst, an important taxonomical feature used for
identification of cryptosporidia.
Acknowledgement: Financial support was provided by project MUNI/A/1484/2014 and from the
Department of Botany and Zoology, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University.
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The national research infrastructure for biological and medical imaging (Czech-BioImaging) is built
as a distributed infrastructure of leading imaging facilities in the Czech Republic. The infrastructure
will provide an open access to a wide range of imaging technologies and expertise to all scientists
in the Czech Republic by a unified and coordinated logistics approach. The national imaging
infrastructure is closely interlinked with the Czech Republic participation in the ESFRI large
pan-European research infrastructure - Euro-BioImaging.
The Czech-Bioimaging will guarantee the researchers the access to the cutting edge imaging
technologies which are not available at their own institutions. The harmonized logistics of the
Czech-BioImaging will also support mutual cooperation of the scientists and sharing of best
practices and knowledge, which contribute to a higher competitiveness of the Czech research.
Special training programmes will help in increasing the qualification of scientists in biological and
medical imaging, whose knowledge is a key pre-requisite for any research activity in biomedical
sciences. The Czech-BioImaging will serve primarily the national biomedical research community
in a close collaboration and harmony with related national and ESFRI infrastructures in the Czech
Republic, with further ambitions to become also EuroBioImaging service to the international
research community.
More information: http://www.czech-bioimaging.cz
Acknowledgement: Project LE12004 "Support of the Czech participation in the pan-European
research infrastructure Euro-BioImaging" supported by the MEYS.
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the Czech-BioImaging
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growth and RF sputtering
- Zinc doped GaP core was prepared by MOVPE growth at 500 oC, p-type of conductivity is
possible
- ZnO shell layer is thinner as ZnO deposited on planar substrate ( ~ 50%), n-type of conductivity
- Very compact ZnO layer covers GaP core at the all deposited
- Fabrication of ZnO/GaP nanowires by combination of MOVPE growth and and RF sputtering
(thickness of nO thicknesses in range of (10 - 100 nm)
- Samples for two and four terminal measurements processed by EBL
- Nanostructuring allowed to overbridge the difference between zincblende GaP and wurtzite ZnO
structure gr’Partial gowth
- Samples for two and four terminal measurements processed by EBL and FIB
- Nanostructuring allowed to overbridge the difference between zincblende and wurtzite structure
Acknowledgement: Partial support by VEGA grant 2/1029/13
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Fig. 1: Crossectional TEM micrograph of GaP/Zno nanowire.

Fig. 2: 4-point measurement probe prepared by FIB.
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Myosin 1c and nuclear myosin 1 are two isoforms , which localize to the cytoplasm and cell
nucleus. They are motor proteins and they bind actin in an ATP-dependent manner by their head
domains, whereas various cargos are bound by their tails. It is known that such cargo is
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), which enables Myo1c to associate with
membranous structures in the cytoplasm. Besides its association with plasma mebranes, PIP2 can
be found also in the nucleus. Both NM1/Myo1c and PIP2 have been shown to positively affect
transcription by RNA polymerase II. However, the interaction between nuclear PIP2 and NM1 has
not been examined yet. We showed by a pull-down and direct-binding assays that NM1/Myo1c
directly interacts with PIP2 in the cell nucleus. Moreover, PIP2 anchors NM1/Myo1c into
complexes inside of the nucleus, because mobility of NM1/Myo1c in FRAP experiments
significantly increased after mutation of PIP2-binding site. Since both NM1/Myo1c and PIP2
co-fractionate to the light, detergent-insoluble fraction in a fractionation on sucrose, we
hypothesize that PIP2 anchors NM1/Myo1c into lipo-protein nuclear microdomains.
However, both NM1/Myo1c and PIP2 have their peak amounts in the heavy, detergent-soluble
fraction, where also active form of RNA polymerase II is enriched, suggessting their possible
involvement in RNA polymerase II transcription. Indeed, wild-type NM1/Myo1c is able to associate
with transcription machinery, whereas PIP2-binding mutant of NM1/Myo1c lacks the ability to
interact with the active form of RNA polymerase II and therefore stimulate transcription. Because
various initiation factors (TBP, TFIIH, TFIIB) do not form a complex either with wild-type
NM1/Myo1c or PIP2-binding mutant, we suggest that interaction with NM1/Myo1c and PIP2 is
important for elongation phase of transcription and may take place at the close vicinity of nuclear
lipo-protein microdomains.
Acknowledgement: This work is supported by: BIOCEV CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0109, GACR
P305/11/2232 and 15-08738S, by MEYS CR CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0050 and IMG CR RVO68378050.
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Vortex beams are commonly considered as fields with well-defined orbital angular momentum
(OAM). Although there is no general association of OAM with vortices, for familiar wave fields with
circular symmetry this association has some validity and vortex beams are usually referred as
such. Besides optical vortex beams which are widely used in numerous technical instruments such
as tweezers, separators, etc., the area of electron vortex beams (EVB) have undergone a
considerable progress in last few years.
Several directions of research are under way. Since their theoretical prediction [1] and first
experimental creation [2, 3] the theory of behavior of such beams in various situations was
developed: dynamic, inelastic and Rutherford scattering, interaction with light and interaction with
crystals. It was however the interaction with a magnetic field which was of particular interest and
where several interesting phenomena occur.
The second direction of research is focused on potential applications which are the aim of this
presentation. Even though the conventional ready-to-use application is not available yet, there are
some promising signs such as contrast enhancement [4], probing magnetic plasmons [5], crystals
chirality determination [6], electron magnetic circular dichroism (EMCD) [7] or spin-polarized
transitions mapping [8].
References:
[1] K. Bliokh et al., Physical Review Letters 99 (2007) 190404.
[2] M. Uchida and A. Tonomura, Nature 464 (2010) 737-739.
[3] J. Verbeeck, H. Tian and P. Schattschneider, Nature 467 (2010) 301-304.
[4] A. M. Blackburn and J. C. Loudon, Ultramicroscopy 136 (2014) 127-143.
[5] S. V. Boriskina and N. I. Zheludev, Singular and Chiral Nanoplasmonics, Pan Stanford
Publishing, 2015, chapter 12.
[6] R. Juchtmans et al., Phys. Rev. B 91 (2015) 094112.
[7] D. Pohl et al., Ultramicroscopy 150 (2015) 16-22.
[8] P. Schattschneider et al., Phys. Rev. B 85 (2012) 134422.
Acknowledgement: We acknowledge the financial support from the
project TE01020118 of the Technology Agency of the Czech Republic (Competence
centre: Electron Microscopy).
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Fig. 1: (a)diffraction grating for EVB creation, (b) far-field diffraction pattern of EVB. Left - calculated model; right experimental realization [3].

Fig. 2: Binary mask for creation of EVB in STEM [7].

Fig. 3: Experimental arrangement of EVB creation by
ferromagnetic rod to either form a vortex probe (dark grey)
or to enhance the image contrast of weak-phase objects in
TEM (light grey) [4].
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Our previous study[1] revealed iron based granules in wings of bumblebees (Bombus terrestris).
Due to the fact that it was not possible to characterize detected particles deeply using
conventional SEM technique, a dual beam system SEM-FIB GAIA3 GMUMicroscope (TESCAN)
was utilized. This Ultra-high resolution SEM with Schottky field emission cathode in combination
with gallium Focused Ion Beam (FIB) column – Cobra type is equipped with SE
(Everhart-Thornley) detector, In-Beam SE detector, Motorized Retractable Low-Voltage BSE
detector and In-Beam BSE detector. EDS analysis was performed with X-MaxN 150 (Oxford
instruments) and the EDS data were processed in AZtec software. The microscope enabled
etching of layers of bumblebee wings and provided more detailed characterization of present
metal based particles. Particles based on heavy metals such as Fe, Cr, Zn or Ti were detected.
Obtained results can help to find the cause of the presence of the metal based particles in the
bumblebee´s wings.
[1] Jandačka, P., Kašparová, B., Jirásková, Y., Dědková, K., Mamulová-Kutláková, K.,
Kukutschová, J., Iron-based granules in body of bumblebees, BioMetals 27(5) (2014)1-11.
Acknowledgement: The study was supported by the project funded by Ministry of Education, Sport
and Youth of the Czech Republic No. SP2015/54.
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Fig. 2: One of the layer from the EDS layered image
showing the presence of iron

Fig. 1: EDS layered image of detected particle after etching

Fig. 3: One of the layer from the EDS layered image showing the presence of calcium
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